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Article
Narrative Inquiry With Activity Systems:
A Story About Net Neutrality
Lisa C. Yamagata-Lynch1, Jaewoo Do1, Deepa Deshpande1,
Anne L. Skutnik1, Brenda K. Murphy1, and Erin Garty1
Abstract
The goal of this article is to introduce activity systems as a methodological tool in narrative inquiry to gain a holistic understanding
of socially shared experiences from an examination of documents. The research question was how can qualitative researchers use
activity systems as a tool for engaging in narrative inquiry of socially shared experiences to uncover new meanings by constructing
a story? In this article, we share a sample analysis of our experience relying on documents and media as a form of narrative to begin
to understand the socially shared human activity associated with net neutrality and its potential impact on U.S. residents. We
end this article with reflections of lessons learned from our activity systems guided story construction process.
Keywords
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What is already known?
In qualitative research, narratives bring shape and form to ideas
that allow us to engage in ongoing dialogue about the idea as
part of our reality. Narratives can help navigate tensions in
human activity. While identifying tensions in narratives, activ-
ity systems analysis can help understand the complexities
involved in human activity including tensions.
What this paper adds?
This article introduces activity systems a tool for qualitative
researchers to engage in narrative inquiry and constructing a
story about new meanings. It also introduces documents as a
valuable source of data in narrative inquiry.
Narrative Inquiry with Activity Systems:
A Story About Net Neutrality
The goal of this article is to introduce activity systems as a
methodological tool in narrative inquiry to gain a holistic
understanding of socially shared experiences from docu-
ments. We engage in this discussion by referring to a sam-
ple data set from a study we conducted through document
analysis about net neutrality and its implications to distance
education. In this article, we asked the primary research
question how can qualitative researchers use activity sys-
tems as a tool for engaging in narrative inquiry of socially
shared experiences to uncover new meanings by construct-
ing a story?
We begin our discussions by introducing our understanding
of narrative inquiry and its intent to find what Bruner (1991)
proposed as a breach in a socially shared plight. In our sample
study, the breach or tensions, as described by Engeström
(1987), we encountered took on a critical role in organizing
the relevant human activities we identified. We introduce our
reliance on activity systems as an analytical tool to assist in
finding multiple units of activities, each with its own tensions
and outcomes. We discuss how the activities we found first
took an important role in our sense making of net neutrality
and then in our continual efforts to transform our new under-
standings into words through storytelling. We end this article
with our reflections of lessons learned including a discussion of
how approaching narrative inquiry from an activity theoretical
perspective helped our shared analysis and story construction
experiences and the challenges and merits of document analy-
sis as a data source in narrative inquiry.
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Narrative Inquiry Through Document
Analysis
In the sample study, we approached this narrative inquiry
relying on the analysis of documents about net neutrality with
an interest in making sense of symbolic materials represented
in the documents while understanding both the personal and
social meanings represented in them (Schreier, 2012). We
approached the study from a constructivist qualitative para-
digm (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, 2013; Lincoln, Lynham, &
Guba, 2011) and believe that, as researchers, we participate
in inquiry to make sense of the world. We do this through
semiotic interactions in natural settings, which give us oppor-
tunities to experience vicariously participants’ daily symbolic
interactions (Blumer, 1986; Denzin, 2007). As researchers,
we took the role of active agents by engaging in purposeful
sense making while constructing new understandings about a
phenomenon (Charmaz, 2014; Lincoln & Guba, 2013). Meth-
odologically, we questioned the seemingly logical stance that
mainstream social scientists hold (Richardson, 2000), and we
did not assume that following systematic, mechanical
processes is the only approach for exploring truths (Toomela,
2010).
We believe that in narrative inquiry, data should not be
limited to the study of interviews and observations, but rather
include documents that can take a role in making sense of how
the world is understood to be real (Krippendorff, 2013). In the
case of net neutrality, many key players such as government
officials and corporate CEOs were not accessible for inter-
view and observations. However, the phenomenon itself
exists as a reality and is accessible through public documents.
Therefore, these documents can serve as valuable data for
researchers to engage in narrative inquiry and construct mean-
ing about the phenomenon.
Documents are often overlooked as data in narrative inquiry
(Flick, 2007), but they can be a rich source. Human beings
regularly make meaning from written texts (Hodder, 2000).
Therefore, documents can be a reference for activities in which
people engage (Daiute, 2008) that “enact values, policies, and
diverse ideological perspectives” (Daiute, 2014, p. 54). Daiute
(2014) stated that through documents
. . . diverse actors may or may not be addressing one another
directly as in face-to-face interactions, values of a society or
group . . . are virtually speaking to one another as in social network
environments. (p. 73)
At the same time, by analyzing documents rather than taking
part in events with participants and engaging in interviews, we
were aware that we were taking an outsider perspective about
the phenomenon of interest rather than a first person perspec-
tive (Norrick, 2013).
Bruner (1986) introduced narrative inquiry as an alternative
and complementary method to the scientific method for under-
standing human experiences. He conceptualized narrative
inquiry as a way for publicly engaging in interpretations and
negotiations of public meanings (Bruner, 1990). Narratives
bring shape and form to ideas that allow us to engage in
ongoing dialogue about the idea as part of our reality (Bruner,
2002). It can include details of human “imagination, vignettes
of daily life, news reports of events of public interest, histories,
gossip, and other oral and written accounts in past, present, and
future time” (Daiute, 2014, p. 2). People engage in narrative
exchanges to construct realities of the world through
symbolic interactions with their cultural settings (Bruner, 1991).
Polkinghorne (1988) described, “Narrative [as] the fundamental
scheme for linking individual human actions and events into
interrelated aspects of an understandable composite” (p. 13).
Constructing a Meaningful Story From
Narratives
Stories bring structure and order to real-world experiences
(Bruner, 1990). Stories are translations of messy real-world
observations organized into communicative units. We are natu-
rally drawn to stories because it helps make ideas easier to
understand (LeFever, 2013). Stories help people understand
complex ideas because they are often “about problems, dilem-
mas, contradictions and imbalances” (González-Monteagudo,
2011, p. 298) that help navigate tensions. Life becomes livable
through stories because they organize complex realities (Lewis,
2011) by giving “meaning, unity, and purpose to major events
and memories” (Bhatia, 2011, p. 347).
In this instance, storytelling is a special kind of design activ-
ity, separate from fact telling (LeFever, 2013). It is a way for
people to engage in a problem-solving activity to find solutions
to challenges in life (Moen, 2008). Unlike fact telling, story-
telling is “somehow not innocent . . . even has a wicked or
immoral penumbra” (Bruner, 2002, p. 5). Therefore, storytell-
ing is a design activity that often involves a wicked problem
(Rittel & Webber, 1973). As a design activity, the intention of
storytelling is to share new meanings the storyteller found in
the world. Daiute (2014) explains that storytelling/narrating is:
. . . an activity people use to mediate—manage—interactions that
matter to them. Narrators recount experiences and tell stories to
solve problems, to make friends, to pursue opportunities, to live
good lives. This sense-making function of narrating involves
using narrative as tool to figure out what is going on in the
environment, how one fits, and how situations might be better.
For these reasons, narrating is a process that occurs within a
complex network of social structural, interpersonal, and environ-
mental relations. (pp. 33–34)
Stories are often designed as “first-person oral telling or retell-
ing of events related to the personal or social experience”
(Ollerenshaw & Creswell, 2002, p. 332). While constructing
the story, authors may find it challenging to differentiate the
story from the narrative they are experiencing (Bruce, Beuthin,
Sheilds, Molzahn, & Schick-Makaroff, 2016). However,
authors need to remind themselves that stories “must be able
to answer the ‘so what’ and ‘who cares’ questions” (Clandinin,
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2006, p. 52). Stories hold more explanatory power when they
are designed to capture a sense of the whole narrative experi-
ence (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). Therefore, stories become
more accessible to the reader when the storyteller translates
dynamic human activities that are often intertwined with one
another into static descriptions of sequenced activities by cre-
ating a beginning, middle, and an end (Eisner, 2008).
As designed artifacts, stories represent the author’s ideas
and act as a tool for the author to gain a greater understanding
of the phenomenon and communicate to the reader new ways of
looking at the world. Stories are in-the-moment commodities
that represent the essence of a phenomenon in a convenient
format, but the stories are not the phenomenon itself (Inckle,
2010; Lukács, 1972). As stories become objects that hold the
essence of the author’s ideas, they transform abstract ideas to
more tangible concrete forms (Sfard, 1994). Therefore, stories
can help authors share their new understandings about a phe-
nomenon as a tangible object (Keats, 2009).
Narrative Inquiry and Storytelling From a
Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT)
Perspective
CHAT originated from the works of Russian scholars such as
Lev Vygotsky and Alexei N. Leontiev during the Soviet era.
Involving a transformative ontology, CHAT conceptualizes
the organism and the environment as an inseparable whole
(Stetsenko, 2008). The unit of analysis in CHAT research is
the human activity. Vygotsky considered that psychological
research ought to connect human action, mind, and socio-
historical setting as part of an inseparable whole (Valsiner,
2001; Wertsch, 2000). Examining human activity as a holis-
tic unit can help narrative researchers “avoid the pitfalls
of individualistic and societal reductionism” (Moen, 2008,
p. 59).
CHAT scholars avoid breaking real-world observed and
experienced phenomenon into a series of mutually exclusive
variables waiting to be controlled (Rogoff & Angelillo, 2002).
Instead, they investigate how individuals and groups of indi-
viduals engage in a dialogic inquiry with artifacts, prior knowl-
edge, peers, and their cultural setting while simultaneously
influencing and transforming one another (Wells, 1999).
Therefore, CHAT scholars are often interested in how people
develop and learn through activities in which they take part in
everyday settings (Lave, 1988; Rogoff & Lave, 1984).
A seminal CHAT theorist, Engeström (1987), introduced
the activity systems model (Figure 1) first in Finland and then
to the North American community with the publication of Cole
and Engeström (1993) and Engeström (1993). In this frame-
work, human activity is conceptualized as an object-oriented
activity in a series of actions shared among individuals and
their social environment (Yamagata-Lynch, 2010). Activity
systems can help researchers understand complex human activ-
ity by systematically analyzing the whole activity without
breaking the wholeness (Arievitch, 2008).
The components in the activity systems model include the
subject, tool, object, rules, community, division of labor, out-
comes, and tensions. Subjects are people or organizations par-
ticipating in an activity, and tools are resources that
participants use to obtain the object or the goal. Rules can be
policies, procedures, and beliefs that participants are compelled
to follow while engaging in an activity. The community is the
group in which participants identify they belong while partici-
pating in an activity, and the division of labor is the shared
responsibilities among community members involved in the
activity. The outcome is the consequences that participants
encounter at the end of the activity. Any component of an
activity can bring about tension in the participants’ effort to
attain the object. In human activity, tensions can become an
obstacle for attaining the object or the reason why the partici-
pants choose to modify an activity to attain the object (Yama-
gata-Lynch, 2003; Engeström, 1993).
Among scholars who engage in narrative inquiry, Daiute
(2008) studied United Nations international policy documents
related to children’s rights from a CHAT perspective. She
studied the nations’ human activities related to children’s rights
as introduced through narratives in international sociopolitical
documents. In her work, Daiute relied on activity systems to
identify the nations’ key players, those who influenced chil-
dren’s rights and the various activities in which they engaged.
Furthermore, an activity systems analysis of these two issues
led to the creation and enforcement of policies about children’s
rights. Subsequently, this approach allowed her to identify con-
ceptual and power issues that gave rise to tensions between
children’s rights, nations’ rights, and the limitations nations
experience in their ability to protect children’s rights.
Analysis and Story Construction Process
Sample
Getting Engaged in the Narrative Inquiry
Our research process involved (a) collecting data, (b) engaging
in analysis, (c) identifying units of activity, and (d) designing
the story. The entire process of data collection and analysis in
which the first three authors participated took 14 weeks, after
which we engaged in continued efforts writing this article with
other research team members. The 14-week research activity
entailed several subactivities that were shared among the first
three authors of this article and are listed in Table 1.
Tool
     Object --> OutcomeSubject
robaLfonoisiviDytinummoCseluR
Figure 1. Activity systems analysis model.
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Table 1 portrays our research as a clean sequential process,
but in real life it was messy and iterative. Our study began with
the second author leading the data collection. There were other
projects in which the team was engaged, and it made the most
sense to assign one person to help us gain momentum collect-
ing data for the new project. The second author was tasked with
searching for documents related to net neutrality including aca-
demic peer-reviewed journal articles, news media publications,
blogs, infographics, and government documents.
The second author found 48 documents published on the
web and 10 peer-reviewed articles about net neutrality in Week
1. We situated the documents in context to determine what
story they collectively had to tell based on history and issues
they were about (Charmaz, 2014). This initial data analysis
required us to understand the historical sequence of events and
to identify the key players and stakeholders and their differing
perspectives on net neutrality. We reviewed the documents
with the goal of finding insights on the values, policies, and
ideological perspectives held by various stakeholders (Daiute,
2014). Building on Week 1’s work, in Week 2, the second
author found additional documents authored by specific stake-
holders and individuals including the U.S. government, public
interest groups, professional organizations, broadband compa-
nies, court documents, and news media documents. This
resulted in 20 additional documents in our data set.
We relied on Evernote (https://evernote.com/) to log, share,
and write memos about the data. During weekly research meet-
ings, the first three authors reviewed materials collected during
the previous week and selected documents the team should
analyze. At this point, we read each document lightly to gain
an understanding of the perspectives expressed and then
engaged in open discussions about what made sense and what
did not make sense which we recorded in our team reflective
memos. We focused on searching rich data that were “detailed,
focused, and full” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 23). We were also look-
ing for potential breaches or troubles in the narratives (Bruner,
1991; Daiute, 2011) which we intentionally recorded in our
reflections. All notes generated on Evernote were shared to
new members of our research team, as they began participating
in this project.
Finding Rich Data in Documents
We found that rich data are only rich if we can make sense of
the meanings that they represent. When we met for our
research team meetings, we often shared questions about the
technical and legal language that initially made little sense
such as “common carrier” and “information service providers
(ISPs).” There were times that we had to rely on legal diction-
aries to help us understand what we were reading. We quickly
learned that being able to read and make sense of documents
as narratives about net neutrality meant that we could not be
shy about asking questions to one another about what did not
make sense. When we encountered words and ideas that ini-
tially did not make sense, we took note of them in our shared
memo in Evernote to remind ourselves to look for meanings in
future documents.
Initial Observations of the Data
In our initial observations during Week 1–3, we found that
narratives about net neutrality in public documents were often
about individual versus political led values. These conversa-
tions often led to policies that limited or expanded U.S. resi-
dents’ access to the Internet services that significantly
influenced their daily lives. Many voices spoke from decidedly
different positions about net neutrality and actively participated
in the narrative exchanges. Our second observation was that the
multivoiced chatter about net neutrality made it complex, dis-
jointed, and difficult to follow. We decided that we had to
become vigilant in our understanding of each perspective and
put extra care in checking how our biases affected our under-
standing of each perspective.
At this point, we realized that the three authors involved in
the data analysis were originally from non-U.S. nations that did
not practice capitalism in the same way as the United States.
This realization made us aware that we had to pay attention to
how our biases about government entities and their relationship
to private communication media industries from our countries
of origin were affecting the way we saw meaning in the U.S.
net neutrality data. We started to have conversations calibrating
how we understood net neutrality in the United States, and what
were the issues we saw in the data because it was situated in the
United States.
While becoming more aware of our personal biases, we
began to see meaning in the data and engaged in our analysis
as a problem-solving activity to figure out what was going on
Table 1. 14-Week Research Process.
Week Research Activity
1 Second author searched existing documents and other
authors reviewed
2 Second author searched existing documents and other
authors reviewed
3 Read documents to start initial analysis and added new
documents
4 Selected documents to code, engaged in individual coding, and
shared findings
5 Selected additional documents to code, engaged in individual
coding, and shared findings
6 Identified collective codes and mutually exclusive definitions
7 Tested collective codes
8 Coded selected documents and updated collective codes
9 Drafted multiple activity systems
10 Drafted multiple activity systems
11 Drafted narrative and continued analysis during reflective
meetings
12 Drafted narrative and continued analysis during reflective
meetings
13 Drafted narrative and continued analysis during reflective
meetings
14 Drafted narrative and continued analysis during reflective
meetings
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(Daiute, 2014). In our analysis, we focused on finding tensions
that held together the shared human activities (Bruner, 1991;
Daiute, 2011; Lewis, 2011). Our goal was to be able to present
a story to our reader from multiple perspectives to help them
find meaning by identifying the so what and who cares about
net neutrality (Bhatia, 2011; Clandinin, 2006).
Coding the Data
By Week 4, the first three authors began the coding process,
which lasted to Week 8. Initially, we engaged in individual
coding, shared those codes during meetings, and identified
group codes that were mutually exclusive with agreed upon
definitions. This led to a set of team codes and definitions for
those codes that captured the essence of the main concepts that
surfaced from the narrative (Saldaña, 2016). With each data
analysis iteration, more details and more potential stories
emerged, as we collectively engaged with the documents
(Charmaz, 2014) and discussed our individual and team find-
ings during reflective meetings. We also gained further insights
on values, policies, and ideological perspectives held by vari-
ous integral stakeholders (Daiute, 2014) in the historical devel-
opment of the net neutrality narrative.
Activity Systems Analysis
By Week 9, the team agreed that we had engaged in sufficient
coding to inform us of the thematic units in the data and tell a
story about net neutrality. Therefore, the first three authors
began drafting activity systems models to represent units of
activity, tensions, and outcomes that we found critical in tell-
ing the net neutrality story from a holistic perspective. We
used poster paper during our meetings and drew drafts of
multiple activity units, often with scribbles that led to drawing
new activity systems and our reflective insights somewhere
on the poster paper. We took photos of each draft systems and
added them to the Evernote team electronic notebook (see
Figure 2 for example).
The series of activity systems analyses led to our discovery
of distinct activities, spanning multiple decades during which
unique outcomes became interwoven with one another as
shown in Table 2. We found that the systematic analysis of
human activities while drafting and redrafting activity systems
allowed us to identify key activities and helped us make sense
of the disjointed dialogues in the narrative. It also helped us
identify who the protagonist was going to be in our story about
net neutrality. Initially, as we drafted the activity systems rep-
resenting human activities, the subject/protagonist continually
shifted from one key player to another.
As we gained a better understanding of the symbolic mean-
ings in the narrative, we identified the Federal Communica-
tions Commission (FCC) as the protagonist of our net
neutrality story. The FCC as protagonist enabled us to address
the complexities involved in net neutrality from a holistic per-
spective and construct a story that flowed from one activity to
another. It was the only perspective from which we could
identify in the documents we reviewed entire activity units with
information on all components of an activity system. The final
activity system that guided our efforts retelling the net neutral-
ity story in the United States is presented in Figure 3.
Constructing a Story From Narrative Inquiry
In the process of identifying an activity system that best rep-
resents net neutrality as a socially shared phenomenon, we
had to remind ourselves that in narrative inquiry stories are
often “about problems, dilemmas, contradictions and imbal-
ances” (González-Monteagudo, 2011, p. 298). We tried to
organize our story around tensions we found rather than the
historical units of activities we presented in Table 2. This
meant that we had to review Table 2 and all of our reflective
memos to understand the recent history about net neutrality in
the United States.
While beginning to write the story presented as Appendix
A, we realized that we would not be able to tell a cohesive
story with “organic unity” (Parrish, 2006, p. 75) if we tried to
weave into the story every detail of our findings. We had to
decide which details from Table 2 would be part of our story.
While it is ideal to present a detailed account of a story, we
realized that too much detail can get in the way of our reader
gaining a holistic understanding of the story. Hence, instead
of addressing every chronological detail in our story about net
neutrality, we decided to identify only what we were willing
to commit to introducing to our readers as our newfound
understanding of a complex, socially shared phenomenon
(Pelias, 2011; Richardson, 2000).
We relied on our activity systems analysis in Figure 3 and
focused on telling a story based on that analysis. This meant
that we included historical details that would help the reader
understand the components and tensions that we identified in
Figure 2. Sample activity systems analysis draft.
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Table 2. Activities and Tensions Found in the Net Neutrality Narrative Analysis.
Activities Tensions Outcomes
1 1989–1993




Particle physicists need easy access to data whenever
and wherever they might be
The free and openly shared concept for the Internet




Drive for innovation and economic development
supersedes consumers’ rights to access the
Internet for free and open communication
Broadband companies are deregulated and become
exempt from net neutrality
3 2003 to present
Net neutrality debates started
by Wu (2003)
Broadband companies are able to discriminate against
consumers and content-providing companies
based on connection speed and access to content
Over the next 12 years, net neutrality becomes a
heated debate between the FCC, public interest
groups, and broadband companies, then over
general public interest
4 1995 to present
Internet becomes an essential
part of life for most
Americans
Consumers and Internet content providers
experience data throttling, restricted access to
content, and inequitable pricing set by broadband
companies that gradually start to behave like a
monopoly through corporate agreements and
mergers
Pew Research Center shows that Internet usage
increased 6-fold over two decades, rising from 14%
in 1995 to 87% in 2014 in the United States, and
Facebook, Google, Amazon, Netflix, and other
Internet-based content-providing companies
become a household name
5 2005 to present
Legal battles between FCC,
public interest groups, and
broadband companies
FCC has no regulatory authority to enforce net
neutrality to broadband companies, yet the need
for regulations arise
FCC puts the Open Internet order in place in
February 2015 and broadband companies are
reclassified as a common carrier
Note. FCC ¼ Federal Communications Commission.
Tool
Over 4 million consumer commenting
Content provider support
Internet as an essential part of American Life
Broadband throttling data
Broadband price discrimination data





Light Touch Neutrality Regulations
2005 Supreme Court ISP decisions
2010 Open Internet Order
2014 Federal Appeals Court Verizon Decision












FCC: Enforce Net Neutrality
Broadband: Innovate and
invest in network services
Content providers: Innovate
and invest in content services
Consumers: Access both
free and paid network and
content services
Object
Ensure Net Neutrality for all
Americans for free expression,
innovation, and investment in
broadband network
Outcome
1. 2015 Enforceable Open Internet Order
2. FCC gains regulatory authority
3. Broadband forewarns future lawsuits







(a) FCC attempt to provide an environment for Broadband companies to invest and innovate in 
network infrastructure while ensuring Net Neutrality for all Americans.
(b) FCC attempt to ensure Net Neutrality for all Americans while working with rules that give them no 
regulatory authority while navigating a political climate and corporate agreements that 
encourage monopolization of Broadband services.
(c) FCC attempt to ensure Net Neutrality while managing a divide in public mistrust of both 
government regulator and corporate entities.
(d) FCC attempt to ensure Net Neutrality for all Americans with overwhelming support from the 
public while having no regularity authority.
Figure 3. Activity systems analysis results of shared net neutrality narrative: Previously presented at the 2016 Annual Meeting of American
Educational Research Association, Washington, DC.
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the activity systems analysis. We believed that this allowed
our story to maintain explanatory power (Connelly & Clandi-
nin, 1990) while highlighting connections among individual
activities and events in an understandable manner (Polkin-
ghorne, 1988).
Lessons Learned
As we identified at the beginning of this article, we engaged in
our narrative inquiry study with the intent to find socially
shared tensions related to net neutrality in the United States
and relied specifically on activity systems analysis to identify
those tensions. Once we began the data collection, coding, and
analysis, we encountered tensions in the research process. We
had to carefully address these tensions to prevent them from
becoming distractions that could create obstacles in our efforts
to understand the phenomenon we were studying. From this
experience, we specifically learned lessons about (a) chal-
lenges in the narrative inquiry of documents, (b) narrative
inquiry with activity systems, and (c) narrative story construc-
tion as a design process. In the following sections, we will share
the lessons we learned from each of the above topics.
Challenges in the Narrative Inquiry of Documents
While relying on public documents to engage in our narrative
inquiry, we learned that within net neutrality, many key play-
ers, especially net neutrality opponents, contributed their nar-
rative to the public while purposefully building a hostile and
confusing argument. These key players deliberately distorted
the narrative to reconstruct the shared experience in a false
manner (Striano, 2012). As researchers, we had to spend a
significant amount of time making sense of these narrators’
intent for sharing their ideas and not be misled by the ways
that they presented their arguments.
While we unpacked the various biases about net neutrality
that key players shared in documents, we also had to address
our biases about relations between government entities and
communication media companies. We engaged in research
team conversations to determine whether what we came to
understand from the data was truly in the data. We con-
structed Table 2 to document our research team’s consensus
of our understanding of the tensions in the net neutrality
narrative. While constructing Table 2, we relied on our data,
reflective memos in Evernote as an audit trail, and interro-
gated one another until we found a collective meaning about
net neutrality.
Narrative Inquiry With Activity Systems
We learned that engaging in narrative inquiry while relying on
activity systems analysis allowed us to engage in a collective
analysis of the data that brought focus to our shared efforts. Our
methods gave us a way to share our moment-to-moment under-
standing of net neutrality as a cultural, psychological phenom-
enon and discover its possible implications. This gave us time
and space to work through the disjointed narrative constructed
by multiple key players with diverse interests. There were
times that we were unable to come to an agreement about
which key player was advocating for which specific position.
However, working through each activity, we identified and
made sense of the information in the data as a whole by under-
standing how each activity took part in the whole story. Thus,
we collectively reached a better understanding of net neutrality
as a phenomenon in the United States.
This process allowed each team member to experience the
qualitative inquiry process as a semiotic process (Schreier,
2012). We individually experienced the symbolic interactions
in the narrative (Blumer, 1986; Denzin, 2007). Initially, dur-
ing data analysis, each research team member independently
pursued his or her curiosities and doubts about net neutrality.
While we drafted the activity system, we shared oral minis-
tories of what we understood about each activity and reached
a collective understanding. Each ministory brought new ques-
tions that peaked our curiosity and fueled our motivation to
continue the analysis. These ministories, as tangible objects,
served a critical role in our efforts to engage in the story
construction process with a unified voice for the reader
(Keats, 2009).
Narrative Story Construction as a Design Process
Once the research team agreed on how to represent our collec-
tive understanding about net neutrality, as shown in Figure 3,
we started drafting the story. This story is included as Appendix
A. We approached our narrative story construction process as a
complex design problem-solving activity with net neutrality at
the center of a shared wicked problem (Rittel & Webber, 1973).
We decided to engage in narrative inquiry solely through doc-
ument analysis, which allowed us to tell a story from a third
person perspective, and inevitably evaluate the shared narrative
from an outsider perspective (Norrick, 2013).
We realized that when presenting a story from a third person
perspective, it could be difficult to design a story that does not
become merely fact telling (LeFever, 2013). To avoid fact
telling, we decided to identify a key player who would serve
as the protagonist of our story. This helped us tell our story
organized around the historical activities related to net neutral-
ity and the protagonist. We chose the FCC as our protagonist
because the most recent impetus for net neutrality to become an
interest among U.S. citizens and media outlets at the time of
our data analysis was the FCC vote on the Open Internet Order
in February 2015.
While it is unclear to us as authors who would ultimately be the
readers of our work, we assumed for storytelling purposes that
readers would likely be at least vaguely familiar with the February
FCC vote. Therefore, we chose to start the story from the time
when the vote took place and weave in other historically relevant
information to make the vote more meaningful to the reader. We
made this decision with the assumption that the beginning of our
story would be relevant to a wider audience, making it more likely
they would invest their time reading the entire story.
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Conclusions
The process involved in writing this article became a story
construction process on its own that was separate from our
meaning-making process of the net neutrality narrative.
Instead, it became a story about our methodological decisions
and actions. The act of writing this article made our team
engage in intense reflection of our decisions and actions guided
by activity systems analysis that resulted in us putting signifi-
cant effort in finding words to express our experiences in a
narrative format. If we did not engage in this team process for
writing this article, the outcomes of what we did in our study
would not have changed, but writing this article made us much
more aware of the deliberate decisions we made. This helped us
gain a new sense of accountability in our methodological deci-
sions and actions. In future studies, the process of writing this
article will make our team be more purposeful in our metho-
dological decisions and actions.
Appendix A
Net Neutrality Story in the United States
On February 26, 2015, in Washington, DC, by a 3-2 vote, the
FCC commissioners voted the Open Internet Order into place
to “protect free expression and innovation on the Internet and
promote investment in the nation’s broadband networks”
(Wigfield, 2015, p. 1). With this action, the FCC secured the
regulatory authority to enforce net neutrality, thus ensuring
all Americans equitable access to the Internet. The action also
classified communication companies, including broadband
and wireless mobile Internet providers, as common carriers
similar to telephone companies. Common carriers, regulated
by the FCC, are banned from business practices that limit
consumer access to communication and information.
The Open Internet Order, prepared by the FCC, explained
net neutrality as a method that guarantees:
. . . .consumers [are able to go] where they want, when they
want . . . It means innovators can develop products and services
without asking for permission. It means consumers will demand
more and better broadband as they enjoy new lawful Internet
services, applications and content, and broadband providers can-
not block, throttle, or create special “fast lanes” for that content.
(FCC, 2015)
In 1996, the U.S. Congress passed the Telecommunications Act
to stimulate new investment activities among communication
companies and to become part of the new global, competi-
tive, innovative market forming around the Internet. This act
classified communication companies interested in developing
network infrastructure as ISP as an alternative to the common
carrier. ISPs were allowed to self-regulate net neutrality with
no government oversight (Quinn, 2014). This incentivized
communication companies to build networks all across
America because they were able to set pricing structure based
on their investment and profit without adhering to govern-
ment guidelines.
Net neutrality became a popular topic among the American
public soon after Tim Wu, a law professor at Columbia Uni-
versity, published “Network Neutrality, Broadband Dis-
crimination” in a 2003 academic communications journal.
Wu (2003) wrote the article in response to the Telecommuni-
cations Act and alerted his readers how over the next decade
communications regulators, such as the FCC, were likely to
face challenges in ensuring equal access to the Internet. The
challenges he predicted were related to the FCC’s effort to
protect the consumers’ Internet access interests and simulta-
neously grant room for communication companies to innovate
useful technologies and attractive services for consumers. Wu
introduced potential types of discrimination that consumers
may experience, such as price discrimination, bandwidth
management, and application restriction. He predicted com-
munication companies might justify such discriminatory
practices as legitimate recouping strategies for their invest-
ments in the innovation and advancement of technological
infrastructure and service.
Since the time that Wu wrote his article in 2003, significant
advancements in network, computer hardware, and mobile
technologies radically changed the average citizen’s everyday
communication needs. Once a luxury, these technologies are
now daily, if not hourly, real, and perceived necessities. The
Internet is not reserved for scientists and large businesses but is
the domain of ordinary people, doing ordinary, everyday tasks
at home, at work, and at school. The sharp rise in the Internet’s
importance to more and more people also sets the stage for
legal battles and confrontations between the FCC and ISPs,
as Wu (2003) predicted (Quinn, 2014). The crux of the issue
stemmed from the fact that while the courts acknowledged the
need for net neutrality, the FCC did not carry the legal authority
to regulate broadband company’s discriminatory business prac-
tices. Their ISP classification exempted them from FCC scru-
tiny in that area.
Responding to the legal battles and multiple court rulings
that the FCC had no regulatory authority over broadband com-
panies, the FCC advanced the Open Internet Order in 2010.
This order laid the groundwork for net neutrality. It required
transparency, no blocking, and no unreasonable discrimination
from all fixed line broadband providers except wireless mobile
providers (Gustin, 2010). While this order crystalized the Open
Internet rules for maintaining net neutrality, it provided no
teeth for the FCC to enforce them. In 2014, after a series of
losses in the court system, the FCC proposed a stronger mea-
sure to gain regulatory authority and strengthen the Open Inter-
net Order. This measure reclassified ISPs as common carriers
and included wireless mobile companies.
Private citizen interest in net neutrality took root and grew
after the publication of Wu’s (2003) communications law anal-
ysis. It prompted the formation of open Internet and freedom-
of-expression, grassroots, activist/advocate organizations such
as Public Knowledge (https://www.publicknowledge.org/) and
Save the Internet (http://www.savetheinternet.com/). Through
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their constant informational updates, these groups rallied con-
cerned citizens, organized public protests, and collected signa-
tures for petitions against ISP infringement on Internet access
and undue advantage of public interest. However, their outcries
fell on deaf ears for over a decade until John Oliver, host of
HBO’s comedy news talk show, Last Week Tonight, shared his
net neutrality views in a riveting, 12-min plus segment (https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v¼fpbOEoRrHyU). In this segment,
Oliver and his crew used existing news video segments, docu-
mented data, to alert viewers about the necessity to become
more aware and savvy about net neutrality. He introduced the
ISP’s proposal to the FCC. He commented in his news segment
that their idea of reasonable broadband traffic management was
so egregious that not only “anti-corporate hippies . . . think
abandoning net neutrality is a bad idea” but also “activists and
corporations such as Amazon, Facebook, Google, and Netflix
have been forced on the same side” against ISPs. Oliver
encouraged viewers to overcome boring regulatory language
and take action. He challenged them to take part in the FCC’s
120-day commenting period related to net neutrality. At the
time, the FCC welcomed public comments in preparation for
their February 2015 vote. If granted, the proposal would have
allowed ISPs to discriminate against users with various ser-
vices based on how much they were willing to pay (Hu,
2014). Within 24 hr of John Oliver’s show, an overwhelming
number of public comments about the Open Internet Order shut
down the FCC website. It could not handle the high traffic
generated from reaction to Oliver’s detailed narrative of what
the ISPs were advocating.
The heightened media coverage and public interest in net
neutrality forced President Obama to openly declare his posi-
tion about net neutrality within weeks in November 2014. In a
White House video message (https://www.whitehouse.gov/net-
neutrality), the president explained that he was asking the FCC
to “recognize that for most Americans the Internet has become
an essential part of everyday communication and everyday
life.” While acknowledging that the FCC is an independent
agency with its own decision-making authority, the president
urged it to recognize the public’s overwhelming desire “make
sure that consumers, not the cable company gets to decide
which sites they use.”
Over the next several months, net neutrality was a topic of
national debate. It received unprecedented attention from the
way the FCC engaged in rulemaking that traditionally included
private citizen comments (Sallet, 2015). FCC Chairman Tom
Wheeler announced through a Wired Magazine article that
public comments on net neutrality reached over 4 million
(Wheeler, 2015). Additionally, a firm that analyzed the first
800,000 comments found less than 1% opposed firm net neu-
trality regulations (Hu, 2014).
After the FCC’s 2015 vote installing the Open Internet
Order, broadband companies’ blogs decried their disappoint-
ment. Verizon announced, “Today’s decision by the FCC to
encumber broadband Internet services with badly antiquated
regulations is a radical step that presages a time of uncertainty
for consumers, innovators and investors” (McFadden, 2015).
AT&T and Comcast stated that they fully supported the Open
Internet Order with the self-regulatory framework of the Tele-
communications Act; however, they denounced their ISP-to-
Common-Carrier reclassification, giving the FCC regulatory
authority over their Internet enterprises. They couched that the
self-regulatory policy helped maintain a sense of security for
them to invest in broadband infrastructure development. Com-
cast executive vice president and chief diversity officer in Open
Internet David Cohen (2014) phrased their stance as “being for
net neutrality and against [reclassification]” when President
Obama made his public announcement for stronger regulations.
Cohen further commented in summation after the FCC vote
regarding the still fragile, unstable environment surrounding
net neutrality, “After today, the only ‘certainty’ in the Open
Internet space is that we all face inevitable litigation and years
of regulatory uncertainty challenging an order that puts in place
rules that most of us agree with.”
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